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Q-As computers are being used more and more in education; teachers will soon have no
role in the classroom.
There is no doubt that since the arrival of computers, education and the learning process has
changed: searching for information has become more accessible and entertaining, and data
availability has increased. However, while expert systems have improved the intelligence of
computers, they have not yet replaced human interaction in the learning process. As a result,
what may be expected, in my opinion, is a shift in the role of the teachers rather than their
elimination from the classroom.
Nobody can deny that learning is more enjoyable and accessible when computers are
involved. For a youngster, the simple act of touching and exploring this instrument is a
pleasurable experience. This, combined with a relaxed attitude and software interactivity,
usually aids in acquiring new information. Furthermore, the availability of digital books,
simulators, and other academic materials at a higher educational level offers students an
always accessible supply of information that would otherwise be unavailable.
However, despite the rising complexity and behavior of intelligent software, which is often
incorporated in academic digital content, the requirement for human contact in the learning
process will continue to exist, at least for the foreseeable future. It is necessary for a human
being to determine what each individual's distinct demands are. No matter how clever its
software is, a machine will never replicate a teacher's experience teaching and adapting
complex concepts to various individuals.
Teachers should be more aware of their position as guides in acquiring information rather
than transmitters of facts as computers become a mainstream instrument for instruction. As a
result, teachers must be open-minded to changes in the environment, stay current, and
participate as problem solvers in the learning process, allowing students to uncover the truth
for themselves.
In conclusion, teachers, especially at the primary level, play and will continue to play an
essential role in the classroom, in my opinion. There will never be a substitute for human
interaction, no matter how complex computers get, but there will be a change in how this
relationship occurs.
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